THE HARMAN FAMILY

AKG - MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES

AMX - VIDEO SWITCHERS, NETWORKED AV ENCODERS AND DECODERS, COLLABORATION AND CONFERENCING SYSTEMS, DEVICE CONTROL SYSTEMS, AV MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

BSS - DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

crown - POWER AMPLIFIERS

dbx - LOUDSPEAKER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

JBL - LOUDSPEAKERS, PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS, COMMERCIAL AMPLIFIERS, COMMERCIAL MIXERS

lexicon - AUDIO EFFECTS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Martin - STAGE LIGHTING FIXTURES, LIGHTING CONTROLLERS, ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS, ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING FIXTURES, LED VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEMS

Soundcraft - MIXING CONSOLES, STAGEBOXES, RECORDING INTERFACES, EFFECTS PROCESSORS

STUDER - MIXING CONSOLES, ROUTING AND I/O, WORKFLOW & AUDIO SOLUTIONS
The modern theatre and performing arts venue has a demanding list of requirements, and the AV systems must be capable of remaining relevant as technology and the productions housed within the venue continue to grow. With a wide range of solutions, HARMAN technology ensures guests have a great experience from the moment they walk through the door to the moment they leave.
COMMON HARMAN APPLICATIONS IN PERFORMING ARTS SPACES

Audio Processing and Distribution
Loudspeakers
Architectural and Performance Lighting

Video Signal Distribution
Digital Signage
Control and Automation
PROVIDE A SCALABLE SOLUTION

HARMAN’s cutting-edge technologies create sensory experiences that keep guests coming back for more. We understand what it takes to build a venue that delivers a memorable experience during the event and throughout the entire space as well. With audio, video, and lighting solutions for both performance and public spaces, HARMAN has the perfect solution to meet your needs.

EXTERIOR
The Perfect First Impression
A building’s exterior can impact guests before they even walk through the door. HARMAN architectural lighting and digital signage solutions enhance the existing architecture while reinforcing a venue’s brand, creating a signature experience.

FRONT OF HOUSE
Simplified Audio and Lighting Management
The world’s biggest performing acts trust HARMAN front-of-house sound mixing and lighting control technology show after show. They know only HARMAN can deliver the level of consistent and reliable support they demand to guarantee show-stopping performances, night after night.

LOBBY
A Welcoming Experience
A clear sense of identity in the lobby or entrance is critical to crafting the overall performing arts experience. HARMAN lobby solutions welcome guests with digital signage, architectural lighting, and background music.
ON-STAGE
Bring Stages to Life
HARMAN’s renowned on-stage sound capture and lighting solutions ensure that today’s top performers look and sound their very best from any seat in the house. From a one act play to the most elaborate stage show, HARMAN has the right gear to capture, illuminate and bring stages to life.

OFF-STAGE
Phenomenal From Every Seat
No matter how large, small or oddly shaped, HARMAN amplifiers, processors and loudspeakers deliver a phenomenal sound experience throughout the venue. HARMAN off-stage gear performs impeccably and crafts a great experience from the first row to the back of the theater.

PUBLIC SPACES
Extend the Excitement
When guests walk through the performance venue, HARMAN audio, video, and lighting technologies create the perfect experience. With an integrated public space solution, guests stay engaged as the excitement is extended throughout the entire building.
Wherever you are, you can always contact us. We have dedicated team members ready and knowledgeable around the world who know our products inside-out.

WORLDWIDE SOLUTION SUPPORT
HARMAN HAS SALES OFFICES AROUND THE GLOBE READY TO HELP

For more information visit pro.harman.com